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Abstract: 

Every literary text can be considered as 

effective cultural and historical evidence to 

show human experiences in different ages. 

Likewise, African American Literature 

becomes a major tool to portray racial 

segregation and marginalizing women of 

colour. African American novelists have 

allowed women of colour to have their voices 

heard and their identities found. 

Toni Cade Bambara is among the best Afro-

American authors who has displayed the 

difficulties that women of colour such as 

racism, sexism, racial discrimination, ethnic 

segregation, gender inequality and loss of 

identity. This study principally analyzes 

Bambara’s “The Lesson” by considering a 

Feminist Bildungsroman approach to deal 

with gender roles and gender inequality of the 

female characters.  

This paper investigates some questions such 

as: how does “The Lesson” ascribe to the 

beliefs of the Black Power Movement? What 

types of dialects have been used in the text to 

picture the life and culture of African 

American women? How is Female 

Bildungsroman employed by Bambara to 

build and reconstruct a new image for the 

characters to enable them to fulfil their 

dreams? The current study delineates the 

oppression and segregation of African 

American people under a white-dominated 

society. However, the author attempts to 

deconstruct the life of the characters again so 

that they can have a better and healthy life.   
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Introduction: 

Feminism and Female Bildungsroman 

 Feminism and Female Bildungsroman 

 Until the late 20th century, society dictated the roles of men and women, such as 

adolescence representing a rite of passage or the expectation that men are providers while women 

completed domestic duties. In literature, bildungsroman represents coming-of-age characteristics, 

where genders realize there is more they can accomplish than society has provided them 

(Benmorsi and Siouane, 2020, p. 1). Bildungsroman is a literary genre focusing on the moral and 

psychological growth of the protagonist, transforming them from youth to adulthood. 

Bildungsroman contains realization episodes and reflections resulting in maturity. The 19th 

century was characterized by reforms and progress, industrialization, innovation, and upheavals, 

eventually leading to the debate on women's role in the change. Women transformed from 

housewives to writers and utilized it to fight for a place in society. However, restrictions 

remained, such as the right to vote, hold political office, or have high ranks in employment. 

Feminism resulted from frustration and discrimination against women due to their unfair 

treatment in Society (Hyman, 2011, p. 210). Female bildungsroman was a literary result of 

feminism, describing women's physical and psychological changes to defy the roles society had 

awarded them. Similarly, in bildungsroman literature, the protagonist must undergo a challenging 

situation or experience that leads to moral maturity (Joannou, 2019, p. 206). The most common 

elements of female bildungsroman in literature are that the protagonist undertakes a psychological 

journey, faces a struggle for identity, experiences a societal conflict that bothers them, leaving 

them with a struggle to conform, and the loss of innocence that results in resolution. 

 Toni Bambara’s “The Lesson” represents female bildungsroman, whereby the main 

character, Sylvia, an adolescent, undergoes mental and moral growth that changes her perspective 

on women's societal role. “The Lesson” is directly related to women's role in society. It is set in 

the 1970s after the black power movement when African Americans wanted economic 

empowerment and racial and gender equality (DiBernard, 1988, p. 2). Sylvia’s neighbourhood 

was also similar to the women of color after the civil war who had just attained their freedom 

from slavery. However, the women had no access to education or money and were characterized 

by a narrow-mindedness that left them comfortable in their current state (Jones, 2018, p. 120). 

“The Lesson” applies the characteristics of female bildungsroman to demonstrate the changes 

that Sylvia, the protagonist, underwent, leading to moral and psychological maturity. 
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Analysis 

“The Lesson” and the Black Power Movement 

 “The Lesson” ascribes to the Movement for Black Power in some scenes. First, the teacher 

decided to individually change the children’s mindsets by “taking responsibility to educate the 

young ones” (p. 116). This resembled the movement's strategy, which required people to become 

more self-sufficient and reclaim their lost racial identity. Secondly, the story resembles the 

movement’s inception, whereby Meredith, its founder, had been the only person of color with a 

university degree (Wakefield, 2014, n.p). In “The Lesson”, Miss Moore stands out from all the 

community members. She is more enlightened due to her education. Sylvia narrates that she hated 

the teacher and "her goddamn college degree.” (p. 116). Thus, “The Lesson” has the qualities of 

the Black Power Movement because it entails showing society the racial inequalities existing 

between African Americans and whites, and Ms. Moore intends to change the former's mentality 

to help them become more self-sufficient and fight for equality. 

 

Dialect Describing the Life and Culture of the African American Woman 

 In “The Lesson”, Sylvia speaks in African American Vernacular English. This is the most 

effective dialect for her because she is an adolescent living in the New York ghetto. The African 

American Vernacular English fits into Bambara's story because, when Sylvia uses it, she indicates 

that she is proud of her ethnicity, as she demonstrates in the story. She is proud of her family and 

her life, such that she hates Ms. Moor for saying "We all poor and live in the slums." (pp. 117). 

Secondly, the vernacular English demonstrates the inequality existing in society because it shows 

their distance from the white culture of quality education and a wealthier economy. At the store, 

Big Butt says he will buy the microscope and Rosie asks him "Whatcha gonna do with a 

microscope, fool?” (p. 117). “Whatcha” and “gonna”  here are two informal words used in this 

converstion. When he says he will look at things and Ms. Moore asks what kinds of things, Big 

Butt has no clue. Thus, the dialect indicates a difference in culture between the blacks and the 

whites in New York. Bambara also uses vernacular English to demonstrate the confidence, 

creativity, feminism and toughness that the Blacks have in their experiences. These characteristics 

allow them to question their society and resist the pressure to behave like the culture that 

dominates them. Sylvia narrates by saying “White folks crazy” when she sees a lady in a fur coat 

on a hot day (p. 117), indicating that they realized the differences between their races.  
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The Use of Female Bildungsroman in “The Lesson” 

 One of the characteristics of the female bildungsroman is the moral change from naivety 

or sensitivity to maturity. The protagonist’s character progresses as they witness difficulties, and 

the story ends with their maturity. Initially, the author displays Sylvia as being proud, rude, 

sensitive, and strong-willed, whereby she is not willing to listen to anyone but herself. She 

describes everyone as “old and stupid, young and foolish” and claims that her cousin, Sugar, and 

she were the only ones who were “just right.” (p. 116). Sylvia's rudeness is demonstrated in how 

she describes Ms. Moore, saying, "I'm hating this nappy-head bitch and her goddam college 

degree" (p. 116). Sylvia’s pride and sensitivity are demonstrated when Ms. Moore regards the 

black community as poor. This is one of the societal conflicts that indicates female 

bildungsroman. Sylvia's community is contented with the poor state because they do not know 

there are opportunities for them to lead better lives. Sylvia narrates, "Then she gets to the part 

about we all poor and lives in the slums, to which I do not feature.” (p. 117). Sylvia is too proud 

to admit that her family lives in poverty, and her sensitivity prepares her to reply to Ms. Moore 

about the issue. Still, it is interrupted when Ms. Moore steps out into the street. Sylvia also regards 

Ms. Moore's conversations as boring, mainly because she speaks of things Sylvia is not interested 

in. On page 117, Sylvia says, "and annoying us about the costs of things, our parents’ few 

earnings, the rent, and how funds are distributed unequally in the country." The beginning of the 

book shows Sylvia as naïve and oblivious, which has several similarities to feminism and female 

bildungsroman. Before women fought for their rights and roles in society, they were oblivious 

and satisfied with their state of life until societal changes compelled them to seek their identity. 

The changes included opportunities for them to be employed and earn income to allow them to 

contribute more to society. At the beginning of the book, the protagonist is unaware that this is a 

possibility. 

Female bildungsroman entails the protagonist losing their innocence, which occurred to Sylvia 

when she visited the glamorous FAO Schwartz toy store on Fifth Avenue. Before the Civil War, 

black women were initially slaves and working in the fields, indicating their innocence. Sylvia’s 

innocence is demonstrated in her skepticism about accepting the education that Ms. Moore offers. 

Sylvia says she would rather “go to the pool or the show where it is cool” (p 116). Sylvia is also 

reluctant to go, and when Ms. Moore hires two cabs to take them there, Sylvia wants to "jump 

out at the next light" and run off to use the cab money that Ms. Moore has entrusted her with to 

"the first bar-b-que she can find.” (p. 117). This demonstrates Sylvia's innocence because she 

does not know the value of money. When women lost their husbands and income in the war, they 

lost their innocence and started running businesses and farms like men, leading them to want 
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more fulfilling societal roles. Similarly, Sylvia loses her innocence when she gets to the toy store 

and sees the price tags on the toys, leading her to learn that there is more money in society than 

she can access (Di Maio, 2020, n.p). When Sylvia sees the sailboat's price, $1195, she thinks “that 

money could last forever.” (p. 119). Looking at how much the cost of toys, Sylvia loses the 

innocence she had before, which leads her to deny her family’s poverty. The toy store showed 

her how poor she was, leaving her angry. Sylvia also loses her innocence regarding hating people 

out of place due to her previous naivety. Just as female bildungsroman leads to a character 

undergoing challenging experiences, Sylvia felt out of place. Her situation related to the people 

she had initially mocked for being out of place. For example, at the story's beginning, Sylvia talks 

about Ms. Moore and says," and quite naturally we laughed at her the way we did the junk man 

who went about his business like he was some big-time president and his sorry-ass horse his 

secretary." (P.116). Sylvia adds that "we kinda hated her too…she was black as hell." (p. 116). 

Sylvia's words showed that she laughed and mocked people who were out of place. Sylvia realized 

she was the one in a situation to be laughed at, leaving her feeling "funny, shame," and she "could 

not seem to get a hold of the door.” (p. 119). Sylvia says that she has never been shy about "doing 

anything or going nowhere," but the loss of innocence regarding her poverty level altered her 

confidence.  

As a common definition of female bildungsroman, one can notice that it is characterized by the 

protagonist’s struggle for identity after a significant realization. Before Sylvia visited the toy 

store, she was confident and comfortable with her life. However, on the ride home, she could not 

stop thinking about the toy store, such that “her head hurt from too much thought.” (p. 120). 

Sylvia struggles with her racial identity after spending the day in a part of town where people and 

the weather are different. This is similar to the women's roles after the civil war, whereby, after 

taking over men's roles, they were expected to return to their initial roles, which they were no 

longer comfortable with (Bakken and Buhaug, 2021, p. 989). When Sylvia first arrives at Fifth 

Avenue, she notices that everyone is dressed in stockings, and one woman, hot as it is, “is in a 

fur coat.” (p. 117). Sylvia soon realizes that the side of town is different from the one she has 

been comfortable and contented with. This infuriates and confuses her. In her confusion, Sylvia, 

who never speaks to Ms. Moore, asks her," Watcha bring us here for Miss Moore?" (p. 120). 

Sylvia wants to know why Ms. Moore introduced them to a world they did not know existed, 

where one toy’s price was enough to sustain a black family of seven for twelve months. Sylvia’s 

struggles are further indicated through her ride back home, where she “cannot stop thinking about 

this tricky toy I saw in the store.” (p. 120). The toy cost $35, and Sylvia imagined asking her 

mother for a present of the same price. She imagined what her mother would say, such as "thirty-

five dollars could buy new bunk beds for Junior and Gretchen's boy" or "the whole family could 
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visit granddaddy Nelson in the country.” (p. 120). Sylvia's experience at Fifth Avenue fueled her 

struggle for identity as she thought about the people who lived there. She wondered, "Who could 

spend so much money on sailboats and clowns? What are their occupations, and why don’t we 

live like that?" (p. 120). Sylvia remembered Ms. Moore’s words that poor people had to “awaken 

and demand their share of the pie,” and she realized she did not know the pie Ms. Moore had been 

referring to. This demonstrates Sylvia's struggle for identity because she was confident and proud 

in the morning; she returned from the toy store infuriated and ashamed, with many questions 

about a racial inequality she did not understand.  

For female bildungsroman to begin and lead to growth in morality, the protagonist must have a 

role model who informs their direction. Ms. Moore, while she is not Sylvia’s role model, becomes 

their teacher to guide them in the direction of change to improve their lives. Ms. Moore lived a 

unique life, showing the difference between Sylvia’s unenlightened culture and the one she was 

supposed to live. Ms. Moore decided to change the children's mindsets individually by educating 

them about society's racial and economic inequality. Sylvia said that Ms. Moore was always 

“planning these boring-ass things for us to do.” (p. 116). Ms. Moore was educated and 

acknowledged that “it was only right she should take responsibility for the young ones’ 

education.” (p. 116). This demonstrated Ms. Moore’s desire to steer Sylvia and her friends in the 

right direction to help them identify racial inequality's challenges and work towards changing 

their lives. When they went on the trip, she observed their behavior to determine if they 

understood the lesson she was putting across; racial inequality. Ms. Moore is resilient because 

she uses all means possible to make the children learn. She asks enlightening questions such as 

Junebug’s period to afford one toy and the lessons from the visit. She is contented with their 

responses because some understood the racial inequality issues she wanted to pass across (Wright, 

2004, p. 12). Sugar said, "I do not think all of us here put together can eat what that sailboat costs 

in a year." Sugar adds that society "is not a democracy because there is no equal chance at 

happiness." (p. 120). Ms. Moore realizes Sylvia is angry and asks if anyone else learned anything 

that day, but Sylvia walks away. Ms. Moore was responsible for Sylvia's moral growth because 

she led her to realize that society was not what she thought. Ms. Moore’s guidance is similar to 

the black power movement’s strategy of the 1970s, which needed people to be more self-

sufficient and reclaim their lost racial identity (Reardon and Bischoff, 2011, p. 1109). Ms. Moore 

helps Sylvia and the children discover the racial inequalities existing between African Americans 

and whites, intending to change their mentality to help them become more self-sufficient and 

fight for equality. 
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 In female bildungsroman, the protagonist is left with a struggle to conform and resolve 

their lives, as was with Sylvia's case. In female bildungsroman, a character must realize that 

society is bigger than what they are used to and work towards achieving its best. Sylvia realizes 

that racial inequality exists in her society when she visits a region where everything is different 

from what she is used to. The whites in Fifth Avenue dress differently and have more money than 

her family could ever have. The anger that the realization causes her compels her to change her 

attitude and daily way of life. When she walks away from Ms. Moore and the other children, 

Sugar follows her and says, "Well, we got four dollars anyway.” (p.121). Sugar says they could 

go to Hascombs and get chocolates, potato chips, and ice cream sodas as they do. Despite what 

Sugar learned from the toy store, she returns to normal life. However, Sylvia no longer wants to 

go to Hascombs. When Sugar goes ahead, Sylvia is okay with it because she is "going to think 

about the day’s events. " (p. 121). After witnessing the racial inequality, Sylvia decides she wants 

to be equal to the whites because she could not let anybody beat her.  

 In conclusion, Bambara accurately depicted female bildungsroman in “The Lesson” 

because she applies all of its characteristics in the short story. Bambara inculcated “The Lesson” 

with the role of women before and after the civil war. In female bildungsroman, the main 

character starts as naïve and experiences situations that lead to moral and psychological growth. 

“The Lesson” demonstrates Sylvia's growth from being proud of her culture to be ashamed of it, 

just as women’s roles develop from taking care of children to running farms and businesses. 

Initially, Sylvia’s innocence keeps her from seeing how poor her society is, and she is offended 

when Ms. Moore claims they live under dilapidated conditions. Female bildungsroman also 

promotes development through the loss of innocence. Sylvia loses her innocence when she 

experiences the racial inequality between her and the whites. She feels angry about a portion of 

society with more money, such that they spend on a toy more than her family could spend in a 

year. The female bildungsroman genre also gives the character a role model that propels them in 

the right direction. Sylvia's role model is Ms. Moore, who is more informed about racial inequality 

and its negative effects on society. Ms. Moore guides the children into witnessing and 

understanding racial inequality, which compels Sylvia to make a change. Female bildungsroman 

is characterized by the resolve to change one's life for the better, and Sylvia displays this 

characteristic. She no longer wants to continue with her activities before the toy store visit. Instead 

of running off with Sugar to buy chocolate and chips, she decides to go off alone and contemplate 

the day's revelations because she will not continue living below par when she could be equal to 

the whites. 
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خوێندنەوەیەکی فێمنستانەی ڕۆمانی پەروەردەیی مێینە لە کورتە چیرۆکی "زە لێسن" ی تۆنی کەید  
 بامبارە 

 

 شۆخان رسول احمد١
                    

 ١بەشى زمانى ئينگليزى، کۆلێژی زمان، زانكۆى سلێمانى، سلێمانی، هەرێمی کوردستان، عيراق. 
 

 پوختە:
 

ئەتوانرێ هەموو دەقێکی ئەدەبی بە بەڵگەیەکی کەلتوری و مێژووی کاریگەر دابنرێت لە پێشااااان انی ئەزموونەکانی  
گەورەترین  مرۆڤااایەتی لە قۆنااایە ازاااوازەکااانی بیاااناا ا. بەهەمااان شاااااااێوە، ئەدەبزاااتی ئە ری ی ئەمریکی بووەتە  

ساەرااوە لە وێناکردنی ازاکاری ڕەگەزی و پەراوێزستاتنی بنانی ڕەشاتێتات. ڕۆماننووساە بە ڕاەڵەر ئە ری ی  
ئەمریکزەکان لە دەقە ئەدەبزەکانزان ا ڕێگەیان بە بنانی ڕەشاتێتات داوە بەنە ساوەنی بزروڕای سۆیان  و ناسانامەی  

 .سۆیان

نوساااااەری ئە ری ی ئەمریکزەکان لە وێناکردنی نەهامەتزەکانی بنانی    تۆنی کەی  بامەارە یەکێکە لە هەرە باشاااااترین
ڕەشااتێتاات وەر ڕەگەزپەرسااتی، سااێکتااززی، تون ووتزژی ڕەگەزی، ازاکاری نەبادی و نایەکتااانی اێن ەری و 
لەدەست انی ناسنامە. بەشێوەیەکی سەرەکی ئەی توێژینەوەیە لە کوورتە ازرۆکی "زە لێتن" ی بامەارە دەکۆڵێتەوە  

ێی ئەپرۆای  ێمنتااتی بزن نگزرۆمان ۆڕۆمانی پەروەردەیی مێزنەل لە بەدوادااوونی کێشااەکانی ڕۆڵی اێن ەر و لەڕ
 .نایەکتانی اێن ەری کارەکتەرە مێززنەکان

ئەی توێژینەوەیە  اەن  پرساااازارێو تاووتوێ دەکاک وەرن اۆن کوورتە ازرۆکی "زە لێتاااان" دەاێتەهەمان قاڵەی 
بزووتنە لە بزرووبۆاوونەکاااانی  بەکاااارهااااتووە   کوورتە ازرۆکەکە  لە  دایەلێکتێاااو  چ اۆرە  ڕەش؟  هێزی  وەی 

وێنااکردنی بیاان و کەلتووری بناانی ئە ری زە ئەمریکزەکاان؟ باامەاارە اۆن هەوڵزا اوە ڕۆماانی پەروەردەیی مێززنە  
ان بگەن؟ ئەی بەراەساااتە بکاک لە بنزاتنان و درووساااتکردنەوەی  بیانێکی تازە بۆ  کارەکتەرەکان و بە سەونەکانز

توێژینەوەیە لە ساتەمکاری و ازاکاری سەڵکی ئە ری ی ئەمریکزەکان دەکۆڵێتەوە لە بێر دەساتی کۆمەڵگایەکی ساتی 
بااددەسااااااات. لە کااتێکا ا نووساااااااەر هەوڵا ەداک بیاانی کاارەکتەرەکاان بە اۆرێکی تر بنزااتەنێتەوە بۆ ئەوەی بتوانن  

 .بیانێکی سۆشتر و تەن روستریان هەبێت

"زە لێتن"، ڕۆمانی پەروەردەیی مێزنە، توون وتزژی ڕەگەزپەرستی، ازاکاری نەبادی و لەدەستچوونی    شەکان:کلیلە وو
 .ناسنامە
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